Retirement Topics Reading List

Thank you to Mícheál Vaughan and Judy Howard for compiling this list of helpful articles and book chapters regarding retirement issues for a seminar they held during Winter Quarter 2020.

**Introductory articles and book chapters:**


**Aging - Facts/Fictions and Ageism:**


* = Not in UW Libraries; available from Summit/ILL, or Online
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*Contexts* (Fall 2009) 'Facts and fictions about an aging America' by the Macarthur Foundation Research Network on an Aging Society. Online at [https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1525/ctx.2009.8.4.16]

Gopnik, Adam. 'Can We Live Longer but Stay Younger?' *New Yorker*, May 13, 2019. Online at [https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/05/20/can-we-live-longer-but-stay-younger]


* = Not in UW Libraries; available from Summit/ILL, or Online
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Additional Readings:


*Center for Retirement Research at Boston College. Lots of useful resources online at https://crr.bc.edu/

Cicero, Marcus Tullius. (45-44 BCE). *Cato Major de senectute (Cato the Elder on old age)*. Many older translations are available: e.g., W.A. Falconer’s translation in the Loeb Classical Library (1923). Online at Loeb Classical Library.


* = Not in UW Libraries; available from Summit/ILL, or Online
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* = Not in UW Libraries; available from Summit/ILL, or Online
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TIAA Institute. Useful resources online at [https://www.tiaainstitute.org/](https://www.tiaainstitute.org/).


* = Not in UW Libraries; available from Summit/ILL, or Online